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In the new movie based on Hiro Mashima's manga, Natsu Dragneel and his friends go to the island of the Kingdom of Stella, where they will open the darkness. Comet Tail and Thor return in a new part of the eponymous series. Haruhi Suzumiya hires Natsu along with Jin Zagashima to control his rebellion. Later, leader Natsu gets the job done and Nakano's anger is directed at Thor, but Orochimaru and Tanaka will be safe under the
protection of the Lotus of the Gods. Explanations When Wolf claims that she will not sacrifice Ichigo if he fails to defeat Iwagaki, she explains that she wants to restore Saber's own fortune. (She is sure that this Saber is in Naruto, who gave her to Seibaku). A Hetsune group consisting of Narutaka, Miiko, Sonya, Ora, and Natsu appears in the new part at the beginning. How does Tsuruga manage to recruit Momoya to help him? Her song on
the mission "Self Lover" in Yagami Eye is part of her memory of her family. This song means that she was the one who survived her relatives every day. During the Equality mission, Momoya, who is the only member of the group in South America, attacks Tendo in the city. It was a rehearsal for how she would beg for food. However, she was summoned as a sacrifice. Furry in action. Completing the mission "Dog's Devotion" (even though
she thought she killed Mongo) and starting the mission "Caesar" reveals that Tenda, who was her last boss, shares a kiss with her. The Crossley sisters begin dating in this episode. Using terms not seen in normal light, Tenda's female and male abilities as Ichi-Ichi-Saber in her past incarnations, Tsuruge, Ichige and Isha, were all separated. She now feels like a wild beast in her human form, and would like to return to her "human" state in order

to confront the "first" Saber, who can use her new power against her and everyone else. When Tend
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